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The soul who accepts the cross from a human standpoint discovers it disfigured with mud, and its
weight and bitterness increases: whereas the souls who accept the cross from a Divine standpoint
discovers it fully resplendent with light and sweet.
Volume 1, Page 160, (whole chapter)
The wisdom of the cross.
Volume 7, July 27, 1906, Page 32, (whole chapter)
The cross is the dowry Jesus gives to the soul.
Volume 7, October 8, 1906, Page 52, (whole chapter)
The cross is the way for man’s salvation.
Volume 7, May 9, 1907, Page 93 (whole page)
In the fruit of the cross, are many coins for entering heaven.
Volume 14, June 6, 1922, Page 66, (whole chapter)
For the souls in the Divine Will, their crosses resemble those of Jesus.
Volume 17, June 25, 1925, Page 142-144 inclusive
Sorrow and crosses open the doors to new manifestations and secret lessons.
Volume 17, July 9, 1925, Page 150, (whole chapter)
The cross is a call from God.
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Rounds
Your Life Must be Crosses
-In the suffering and the crosses which will serve as a continuous calling with which Jesus can
knock at the door of your soul.
-In the cross, which is a mark of a true Christian.
-In the cross which distinguishes the saint from the sinner, the perfect from the imperfect, and the
good from the bad.
-In the cross, which is the dowry Jesus gave to souls.
-In the fruits in the cross which are the coins for entering heaven.
-In the sorrows and crosses which open the doors to new manifestations and secret lessons.

The crosses of our Life must be placed with Jesus on the cross.

**These lessons are coming to you from the Desk of Linda Wawryk, British Columbia, Canada,
who can be reached at: dwcenacle@live.com.

